
Letter From Father Trout 

 

On August 25th, on a windswept hill in County Laois, I had the privilege of 

concelebrating Mass with the Most Rev. Denis Nulty, Bishop of Kildare and Leighlin, 

and Father Padraig Shelley, PP, at the remains of the Killabban Monastery.  It was the 

first time in almost four centuries that Mass was again celebrated at the monastery. 

Founded around 640 AD by St. Abban, for the last decade dedicated volunteers have 

been cleaning up and restoring the monastery.  The site’s current structure dates from the 

12th century, with alterations made in the 15th century. 

 The light mist didn’t dampen the excitement among the large crowd gathering for 

the Mass to celebrate the successful completion of the restoration project. But more 

importantly, as a local newspaper noted, “There is a great sense of pride within the 

Killabban committee that after almost four centuries Mass will again be celebrated at the 

religious site.”  Volunteers from counties Laois, Carlow and Kildare have been cleaning 

up the site’s cemetery monthly.  In 2012, the Killabban Monastery Restoration 

Committee was formed to preserve the site with advice and assistance from the National 

Heritage Council and the Laois County Council.       

 According to the history of the nearby Arles National School, “Tradition has it 

that a pilgrim path went from Killabban to a holy well known as St. Abban’s Well … (on 

land owned by a local farmer).” Each year a parish pilgrimage to St. Abban’s Well takes 

place on the 15th August recalling their ancestors who “made their way to this holy well 

on their way to Sunday Mass. They secretly attended Mass because it was forbidden to 

attend Mass during penal times when the priests were hunted....There is a common link 

between us and St. Abban. Tradition has it has he blessed this well in the 7th century. It 

has never been known to run dry. The greatest unbroken link between us and St. Abban is 

the common bond of our Christian heritage.” 

 After Mass, we distributed rosaries to those in attendance and blessed the graves 

in the cemetery.  I feel fortunate that the timing was right and I was able participate in 

this very special liturgy because the Mass and their annual pilgrimage so beautifully 

capture the essence of my sabbatical’s focus. 
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